
SABOTEUR
(aka Gunner)
HD- d6

Smoke & Thunder
Whenever you attack with a firearm, you may roll 
as many d20 attacks as you want equal to your 
level + dexterity modifier. One successful attack is
considered the proper attack and all other 
successful attacks grant a +1 to damage, but you 
must roll on your ammo die for every d20 you 
rolled. If you roll at least 2 natural 20s on the 
attack roll you get to roll an extra damage die. If 
you get any natural ones your gun jams after you 
shoot and it takes that many rounds to clear.
Additionally; when using a siege weapon (d12) 
you may add your Int mod to the attack roll.

Munitions
Whenever you take a full rest you may increase 
your current ammo dices' size by one category as 

long as this does not exceed what you started with 
in this dungeon or adventure.
You may also convert bombs into basic ammo 
(one dice size per 2 bombs) or vice versa.
You are one of the few who has special knowledge
of gunpowder and bomb making, and can 
therefore safely set and disarm bombs, where as 
other characters would need to make a roll. Not 
every bomb can be disarmed so easily.

Bombs can also be used as blasting charges or 
demolitions. Blasting charges can blow down 
walls and caverns and demolitions can topple large
structures. Both make a lot of noise, attract a lot of
attention and use up multiple bombs.

Gunslinger
If an enemy you just hit last round tries to attack 
you they get a negative to their to-hit roll equal to 
the amount of damage you dealt to them in the 
previous round + your Cha modifier.
You may also choose to give this effect to an ally 
instead as Covering Fire. The enemy's attack roll is
only reduced against the chosen ally.
Additionally; you get a bonus to Hit with all 
firearm weapons equal to ½ your level + Wis mod.

Making a Saboteur
When you create a new Saboteur you may choose 
any 2 from the following.

• 2 Firesticks; rapid draw shitty firearms
• 2 Bombs
• Iron sight +1 to attack on attached weapon
• Flintlock Pistol (concealable, quickdraw)
• Flintlock Rifle (+1 to hit, better range)
• Pepper Box (mini-shotgun, fires shrapnel 

no reload in combat)


